
Figure 1. (a) Basic structure of the proposed system  
 (b) Proposed architectural block diagram  
(c) Conventional architectural block diagram [2]

Abstract—A healthcare monitoring system with wireless 
woven inductor channels is proposed for body sensor networks. 
A sensor node with the proposed woven inductor channel 
consumes only 300uW for sensing and 340uW for 
communication with 1Mbps data rate. The personal sensor 
controller consumes 8mW, and the efficiency is 178 times than 
the previous work.  

I. INTRODUCTION

ECENTLY, as people take more interest in well-being, 
body sensor network system for medical, healthcare and 

entertainment becomes more and more important [1]. 
Because the sensors which collect the body signal have to be 
attached to the human body, the data from sensors should 
pass the inner wear and the outer wear to be used. The 
wireless system is more convenient than wire-line system in 
the case of passing data through multi-layered clothes. This is 
why the wireless system is commonly used for body sensor 
networks [2]. However, the wireless system consumes much 
more power than wire-line system. This is a huge problem 
since the battery is an important factor in the mobile system 
such as a body sensor network. 
 But the wire-line system has also disadvantages. It has less 
flexibility than the wireless system, so it is inconvenient when 
people move. 
 To combine the advantages of the wireless system and the 
wire-line system, the inductive coupling concept is adopted. 
Although the concept of inductive coupling is already 
introduced as a low energy communication method in 
chip-to-chip communication [3], it provides only few tens of 
micrometer communication range due to its small inductor. 
Therefore, to apply the inductive coupling concept to the 
body sensor network system, the inductors should be 
increased.  
 In this paper, we propose an inter-layer inductive coupling 
concept with the woven inductors. By using a pair of woven 
inductors, the feeling of heterogeneity can be reduced 
effectively. Also the body sensor network system becomes 
much more convenient for use than wire-line system, because 
there is no physical connection between inter-layer clothes 
any more. The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In 
section II, the design of a healthcare monitoring system for 
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body sensor network will be covered. Section III describes 
the analysis of the proposed wireless woven inductor channel, 
and the section IV presents the demonstration results. Finally, 
conclusions will be made in section V. 

II. HEALTHCARE MONITORING SYSTEM DESIGN

A. Basic Structure 
 Fig. 1 shows the proposed healthcare monitoring system 
with the wireless woven inductor channel for body sensor 
network. In Fig. 1 (a), the basic concept of the system is 
described. Three sensor nodes are placed on the inner wear. 
They are connected to each other through digital yarn, which 
is the special yarn that has conductivity. The signals from the 
sensor nodes can be transmitted through the proposed woven 
inductor channel to the outer wear. The woven inductor 
communication channel is located on the shoulder because 
the shoulder is the steadiest part of the body when people 
move [4]. The woven inductor of the outer wear receives the 
body signal from the inner wear inductor, and transmits the 
signal to the personal sensor controller. 
 Fig. 1 (b) and (c) show the comparison between the 
proposed and the conventional architectural block diagram of 
the body sensor network system. The conventional system is 
based on [2]. As shown in the figure, the main difference 
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Figure 2. (a) Temperature sensor node (b) Architectural block diagram Figure 3. Personal Sensor Controller 

between two systems is the communication channel between 
sensor nodes and the personal sensor controller. In the 
conventional system, the communication between sensor 
nodes and the personal sensor controller is performed by the 
wireless communication system such as RF modules. On the 
other hand, the woven inductor channel is used in the 
proposed system. The advantages of the proposed channel 
over the wireless communication are as follows. 

 1) Lower power consumption: The wireless module of the 
conventional system as shown in [2] is commercial RF 
module CC2420 which consumes 37.1mA with data rate of 
250kbps. In contrast, the transceiver for inductive coupling 
has been shown to consume small power in several previous 
works [3], [5], [6]. In [6], only 257uA is consumed for 
transceiver with the same data rate of 250kbps while 
cm-range communication distance is guaranteed. In the 
proposed system, 340uA is consumed with 1Mbps data rate. 
This is almost 109 times less than conventional system even 
with higher data rate. And it will be lower when the data rate 
becomes lower as 250kbps. Therefore, by using the proposed 
channel, we can reduce the power consumption effectively, 
and also we can increase the battery lifetime. 

 2) Possibility of power transfer: The one of the source of 
trouble for body sensor network is the battery, which is 
needed for every sensor node. These batteries make the 
sensor node heavier and generate inconvenience of changing 
into new one at a certain interval of time. In addition to power 
reduction described in 1), techniques of power provision such 
as inductive powering in [7] can be considered. Inductive 
powering is already extensively used in RFID. By adopting 
the concept of inductive powering in RFID, power transfer 
from the base station to sensor nodes can be possible. 
According to [7], the proposed woven inductor channel is 
naturally the best choice for inductive powering, because the 
distance is usually less than few centimeters between 
inter-layer clothes. 

Thanks to above advantages, the proposed woven inductor 
channel can be applied for a wireless stethoscope system or 
for clothes of firemen to achieve more convenient system and 
extended lifetime of sensors. 

B. Sensor Node 

 Fig. 2 shows the sensor node. Fig. 2 (a) represents the 
photos of both sides of the temperature sensor. It consists of 
the accurate temperature sensor chip named TMP275, low 
power micro-controller unit named MSP430, and the woven 
inductor for communication. Because it includes its own 
channel in the back-end for data transmission, it can be both 
attachable and removable as people want if there is a 
corresponding receipt channel in the inner wear. 

To be used for body sensor network, the sensor node 
should consume low power, and the size should be compact 
and lightweight. By taking these factors into consideration, 
the sensor node becomes suitable for body sensor network. Its 
size is 23mm x 20mm, and the weight is less than 2.6g except 
the battery. The power consumption is less than 300uW in 
active mode. This result represents that it is smaller and 
consumes less power than [2]. 

To make up the complete healthcare monitoring system, 
not only the temperature sensor but also the ECG sensor, the 
respiration sensor, and the galvanic skin response (GSR) 
sensor can be used. 

C. Personal Sensor Controller 
The Personal Sensor Controller (PSC) is shown in Fig. 3. 

The PSC works as a base station, and it is placed on the outer 
wear. It receives and analyzes the signal from the several 
sensor nodes, and judges the danger of the health. Also if 
there is an abnormal condition of the person’s health, it sends 
the signal to the external computer to give an advance 
warning by wireless communication. The similar concept of 
PSC can be found in [2] as the local processing unit (LPU). 
The LPU is a personal PDA which serves as PSC in its body 
sensor network. The phone-based sensor controller can be 
found in [2], [8]. Using a phone as a PSC is convenient 
because a phone is the device which people always carry with 
them. However, the power consumption is quite large. For 
example, the power consumption with the function of a PSC 
in [8] is 432mA, while the power consumption by the phone 
itself is 300mA based on the calculation using battery 
capacity and use time. The power overhead due to the sensor 
controller function is 44%. This is not a reasonable value in 
common sense. For this reason, the PSC is designed as an 
individual board which is compact and consumes low power 
like [9]. The size of the PSC is 80mm x 50mm which is 
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Figure 4. Woven inductors 

   
Figure 5. Inductance of woven inductors 

Figure 6. Frequency characteristic of a woven inductor 

      
Figure 7. Gain of the woven inductor channel 

smaller than a standard credit card. And it consumes less than 
8mW with 3.3V supply in active mode, so it can be used up to 
10 days of the continuous operation with standard AA-size 
battery. Also it is shown that the power consumption of the 
proposed PSC board is 178 times less than the previous 
phone-based sensor controller. 

D. Woven Inductor 
To integrate the inductor for communication into clothes 

without any feeling of heterogeneity, the inductor is made by 
sewing the digital yarn on clothes. The woven inductors are 
shown in Fig. 4. In the proposed healthcare monitoring 
system, the woven inductors are placed on the inner wear and 
the shoulder part of the outer wear. However, its location is 
not limited due to the flexibility of manufacture. 

To check the suitability of this woven inductor for body 
sensor network in terms of data rate, communication distance, 
and the effect of misalignment, the proposed woven inductor 
channel is analyzed in chapter III. 

III. PROPOSED WOVEN INDUCTOR CHANNEL ANALYSIS

 The inductance value of the woven inductor depends on 
the diameter, the number of turns, and the pitch between 
strands. Fig. 5 shows the relationships between the 
inductance and the diameter, the number of turns, and the 
pitch between strands, respectively. As shown in Fig. 5, the 
inductance value is proportional to the diameter and the 
number of turns, while it is in inverse proportion to the pitch 
between strands. These relationships are similar to those of 

the general inductor. The parameters of the inductor, which 
are the diameter, the number of turns, and the pitch between 
strands, have to be chosen with consideration of the 
occupying area and the inductance of the partner inductor 
which communicates the signal with the original inductor. 

Fig. 6 shows the frequency domain characteristic of the 
woven inductor. The 10-mm diameter, 10-turn, 0.2-mm pitch 
of the woven inductor is used to measure the Z parameter for 
frequency response. As shown in Fig. 6, the self-resonant 
frequency of the woven inductor is about 55MHz. Because 
the woven inductor has components of both the inductor and 
the capacitor, only the frequency range below the 
self-resonant frequency can be used as an inductor. Therefore, 
data rate should be below 55Mbps. In almost all of the 
healthcare applications for body sensor networks, the data 
rate is less than hundreds of kbps [10]. Therefore the 
proposed woven inductor channel can support the data rate of 
the healthcare monitoring system sufficiently. And the 
inductance of the woven inductor can be estimated as 2.3uH 
in low frequency region of Fig. 6. 

The relationships between the gain of the woven inductor 
channel and the turn ratio, distance, and alignment are shown 
in Fig. 7. The term of gain means the ratio of received voltage 
amplitude over the transmitted voltage amplitude, and the 
cross area is defined as the overlapped area if one inductor is 
projected to the other, and it depends on the alignment of two 
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Table I. PERFORMANCE COMPARISON

Figure 8. Overall operation 

inductors. Therefore, it can be noticed that if there is more 
amount of misalignment, the received signal amplitude is 
decreased under the same transmitted signal amplitude. The 
relationships of gain and above parameters are as in (1): 

Gain CrossA , Gain
TX

RX

N
N

, Gain
distance

1
    (1). 

These relationships of gain can be seen not only in the 
woven inductor channel but also in the general inductors. 
Through these measurements, we can see that 3 parameters of 
gain which is the turn ratio, the distance, and the cross area 
have to be considered together to determine parameters of the 
TX and RX inductor for woven inductor channels. 

By the measurement analysis of the woven inductor and 
the woven inductor channel, it can be seen that the proposed 
woven inductor channel can support the enough data rate of 
healthcare monitoring system for body sensor network, and 
also it can perform the communication between multi-layered 
clothes because it has enough gain in few centimeters of 
distance and few millimeters of misalignment which can be 
occurred when people move. 

IV. DEMONSTRATION RESULT

 The proposed healthcare monitoring system with the 
woven inductor channel for body sensor networks is 
demonstrated as shown in Fig. 8. The phantom wears a 
healthcare monitoring system, and the body signal such as 
temperature data are obtained.  

The performance comparison with other works is shown in 

Table I with respect to the power consumption of sensor, 
controller and communication. The proposed system shows 
the lowest power consumption among other researches. 

V. CONCLUSION

A healthcare monitoring system for body sensor network is 
proposed and implemented with the proposed wireless woven 
inductor channel. The healthcare monitoring system consists 
of the sensor nodes, the personal sensor controller, and the 
woven inductor channel. The sensor node consumes less than 
300uW under 3.3V supply voltage for sensing with small size 
of 23mm x 20mm and light weight of less than 2.6g except 
the battery. And the personal sensor controller reduces power 
consumption to about 8mW which is 178 times less than 
previous phone-based sensor controller. By employing a 
woven inductor channel, not only the convenience for use and 
the reduction of the feeling of heterogeneity but also 340uW 
power dissipation, which is 109 times less than conventional 
wireless system [2], can be achieved. The power consumption 
of the healthcare monitoring system for overall operation is 
less than 10mW. 
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